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Netradar AI 2.0
Insights by Prof. PhD Jukka Manner
Netradar enables our customers to collect huge amounts of detailed
information about their networks and how their own end users
experience the wireless service. This has proven to be extremely
valuable for our customers.
Some of our customers use the raw data performing their own
analysis on it and merging the raw data potentially with other data
sources. Others use our visual dashboard to see various performance
metrics and maps about their network comparing that to other
providers. And some do both.
The fundamental question with a huge amount of detailed data is the
information it gives to us. Data is useless unless it reveals some critical
insights and helps in the daily operations of a company.
For a mobile network provider, the basic question is, how is my
service performing in the eyes of the subscribers? Are they getting
(even close to) what they pay for? Locations with great performance
are important to know but even more important are places and
situations where the subscribers are having quality issues. The
Netradar data crunching engine has now been upgraded with
numerous AI-powered features and clearly point out locations with
suboptimal performance, based on different metrics.
I’ll go over some of the new features that will be deployed during
Q3/2022. Our capabilities increase again later this year as we
continuously develop new cool ideas. Continue reading here:
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Webinar

Troubleshoot your wireless network with AI-powered features
In our September free webinar you will
learn how to troubleshoot both your
indoor and outdoor wireless networks
with our visual Dashboard with new
groundbreaking AI-powered features
such as:
Top speed
Coverage
Capacity
Latency
Signal strength

Register for free

Visual Dashboard new AI-features

THE SOLUTION
Actionable Netradar hybrid measurement technology
enables mobile operators to take concrete and decisive
actions.
Quantity: Huge amount of data (1000-10000 times
more than competition can offer).
Quality: Relevant data showing how customers are
being really served. We do not infer performance
issues, because we know.
Unique features not available from anywhere else:
Capacity issues, indoor performance, missing coverage,
true latency.
Visual Dashboard with latency views and anomaly
detector (Netradar AI automatically shows bigger
challenges that need fixing).

THE NETRADAR TEAM
Netradar is a Finnish-based technology company established in
2017. We increase customer satisfaction by helping operators
world-wide to identify poor mobile network experiences. With
real, daily customer data, we steer operators to focus their
investments where it matters the most for their customers
We are an international team of telecom professionals with over
100 years combined experience. We understand technology and
we understand consumer experience.
All we want is for you to become a leader within your industry:
Let’s raise the bar together!

WWW.NETRADAR.COM

COMING SOON

The State Security Networks of Finland, Erillisverkot, will introduce themselves and
what they do. They will explain how they use the Netradar solution and how
important the gathered data is for them. There will be time reserved for questions
and answers as well at the end of the webinar. Register or book a private demo.

REGISTER HERE

BOOK A DEMO

COMING
UP
NEXT

GSMA Las Vegas
28-30 Sept. 2022

Netradar will participate at the Las
Vegas 2022 GSMA event, taking
the opportunity to meet current
and potential customers. We
continue our market expansion in
the quest to support more wireless
networks operators to raise the bar
to a competitive and healthy
network.

REGISTER HERE

STAY TUNED AND CONTACT US
FOR A FREE DEMO

